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Abstract 
It is shown that a co-wellpowered concrete category (&, U) over a multicocomplete category 
is multisolid if and only if d is multicocomplete and U is a right multi-adjoint. @ 1998 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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The concept of a solid concrete category has turned out to be extremely useful in 
unifying “well-behaved” concrete categories from topology, algebra and other fields of 
mathematics. Recall that, for co-wellpowered concrete categories (d, U) over a co- 
complete category, solidness is equivalent to ~2 being cocomplete and U having a left 
adjoint. In the present note, we study a generalization of solid concrete categories to 
multisolid ones, introduced by Tholen [4] under the name strongly locally semitopo- 
logical. Our main result is that a co-wellpowered concrete category (J&‘, U) over a 
multicocomplete category is multisolid if and only if L$ is multicocomplete and U is 
a right multi-adjoint. Thus, these categories include examples such as the category of 
strictly linearly ordered sets or the category of fields. This result improves Theorem 6.3 
in [4], using a different approach which stresses the similarity between the behaviour 
of solid and multisolid categories. 
Definition. A concrete category (&‘, U) is multisolid if for each U-sink S = ( UAi 3 
X)1 there exists a U-source (X -% UBj)J such that 
(i) Yj . Xi carries an z6morphism Ai 4 Bj for each i E I, j E J; 
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(ii) whenever a U-morphism X --% UB is such that y . Xi carries an &morphism 
for all i E I, then there is a unique pair (j, Bj L B) with j E J and Uf . yj = y. 
The U-source (X 3 US,), is called a semiJin.al multilift of S. 
Example. (1) Solid categories (i.e., the case, where J is a singleton). 
(2) The category of strictly linearly ordered sets is multisolid over the category of 
strictly ordered posets. 
(3) The category of fields is multisolid over the category of commutative unitary 
rings. 
(4) Let us recall that a ftmctor U : d + X is locally fill if for each commutative 
diagram of the form 
UC 
f is the underlying Zmorphism of an &-morphism from A to B. 
We also recall that a functor U : Se + X is a right multi-adjoint if, for each 55 
object X, there is a universal source from X to U, that is, a U-source (X 3 UAj)J 
such that, for each U-morphism X 5 UB, there is a unique pair (j, f : Aj -+ B) with 
j E J and f fulfilling the equality Uf . qj = x. 
The concept of right multi-adjoint was introduced by Diers in [2], where he presents 
a great variety of examples. 
We have that if U : d 4 X is a faithful and locally full right multi-adjoint, then the 
concrete category (Oe, U) is multisolid. To show that, let (UAi 2 X)1 be a U-sink 
and consider the U-source (X --% UC,)T of all U-morphisms such that zI . xi carries 
an &-morphism from Ai to C,, for all i E I. Let (X Ik UBk)K be the sub-source of 
the universal source from X to U of all morphisms X 2 UBk such that Ug, . qk = zt 
for some t E T and an &-morphism gt : Bk -+ C,. Thus, for each i E I, we have the 
following commutative diagram: 
with zt . xi the underlying %-morphism of a morphism from Ai to C,. Consequently, 
since U is locally full, we have that qk ’ Xi carries an &-morphism from Ai to Bk. 
Therefore, it is clear that (X 3 U&)K is a semifinal multilift of (Xi)r. 
Many other examples from topology, algebra and geometry may be found in [4]. 
Remark. (1) Let U : d + 55 be a right multi-adjoint and, for X E Oh(X), let 
(X z UAj), be a universal source from X to U. It is easy to see that, whenever the 
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U-morphisms X 5 UB and X 2 UC belong to the same connected component of 
X 1 U, then they are factorized through the same qj. Thus, it is clear that a right multi- 
adjoint is a right adjoint iff, for each X E Oh(X), the comma category X 1 U 
is connected. ’ Analogously, this condition is necessary and sufficient for a multisolid 
category to be solid. 
We also recall that a multicolimit of a diagram D : I + d is a family of natural 
sinks ((Ai rf L~)I)K for D such that, for each natural sink (Ai L X)1 for D, there 
is a unique pair (k, t : Lk + X) such that k E K and ui = t. Zf for all i E I. Each 
Ik 
natural sink (Ai h &)I is said to be a component of the multicolimit. 
Consider the quasi-category, whose objects are all natural sinks for D and such that 
a morphism from (Ai a X)1 to (Ai 3 Y)I is an Zmorphism f : X ---f Y such that 
f. ui = Vi for all i E I. Similar to what happens for right multi-adjoints, we have that, 
if two natural sinks belong to the same connected component of that quasi-category, 
then the k in K mentioned above is the same for both of them. 
(2) From the definition, it follows immediately that if (&, U) is a multisolid cat- 
egory, then U is a right multi-adjoint, the universal source from X to U being the 
semifinal multilift of the empty source with domain X. 
Furthermore, as Tholen showed in [4], if (&, U) is a multisolid category over a 
multicocomplete category then & is multicocomplete. 
Theorem. Let X be multicocomplete and let ~2 be co-wellpowered. Then, a concrete 
category (d, U) over % is multisolid if and only if U is a right multi-adjoint and 
~4 is multicocomplete. 
Proof. Taking into account the above remark, we have to prove just one implication. 
For that, we shall prove a more general assertion. 
The category d is said to be &multicocomplete provided that d is a class of 
morphisms of d with Iso C d C Epi(&) such that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) if e : A + B and d : A ---f C are &-morphisms and e E 8, then there exists a 
multipushout of e along d with each of its components belonging to F; 
(ii) every family (ei : A -+ Ai)l of morphisms in d has a multicointersection with 
all components belonging to 8. 
We show that, if U: LX++% is a faithful right multi-adjoint functor and ZZZ is b 
multicocomplete, then every U-sink has a semifinal multilift. Thus, the desired impli- 
cation is proved since, as it is clear, the fact that d is co-wellpowered and multico- 
complete implies that it is Epi(laZ)-multicocomplete. 
Along the proof, we use the following definition: Given a U-source S with domain 
X, consider the full subcategory of X 1 U whose objects are the U-morphisms of S; 
for each connected component of this category, the corresponding sub-U-source of S 
’ By definition, a connected category is non-empty. 
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is said to be a connected component of S. If S is a connected component of itself, 
then it is a connected U-source. 
NOW, let (UAi -% X), be a U-sink. Consider the U-source (X % UC,)r of all 
U-morphisms .zt such that, for all i f I, zt . xi is the underlying .%morphism of an 
&morphism from Ai to C,. Put 
where, for each j E J, (X --% UC,), is a connected component of the U-source (zt)T. 
Since U is a right multi-adjoint, for each t E T, there is a unique pair (q, f) such that 
q : X - UD belongs to the universal source from X to U, and f : D + Ct fulfils the 
equality Uf + q = zt. For each j E J, the connectedness of the U-source (Z L UC,), 
implies that the U-morphism r is the same for all zt with t E Tj; so, for each t E Tj, 
we denote the existing pair above by 
Now, for each j E J, we proceed as follows. 
Consider the family indexed by K of all pairs 
such that ek E d and, for all t E Tj, 
This family is non-empty since (lo], (ft)rj) belongs to it. Let us form the multicointer- 
section of the family (ek : L’,/ + Ek)K. Since, for each t E T,, we have the equality (1) 
for all k E K, it follows that there are a unique component of the multicointersection, 
say 
(dj : oj + Bj; (gk 1 Ek ---f B~)K), 
and a unique morphism Et : Bj --+ Cc such that 
lt . dj = ft and /,.gk = hk for all k E K. 
But, since the &-source (fi)~, is connected and all 4?k are epimorphisms, we have 
that all (ft, (hk)K) with t E Tk belong to the same connected component of the quasi- 
category of natural sinks for the diagram Di 3 Ek, k E K. Thus, the existing compo- 
nent (dj,(gk)~) of the multicointersection is the same for all t E Tj, Hence, (Di A 
Bj -L Ct)~i is a factorization of (ft)r, with dj E 8. 
We claim that 
(X % UDj 2 UBj )J 
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is a semifinal multilifi of (U’i A .X)1. In fact, if X 2 UB is such that y ‘xi carries 
an &morphism for all i E I, then (X L UB) = (X -fL UC,) for some t E T. Let j 
be the unique one in J such that t E Tj; hence 
Y = Ul, . (Udj ’ qj)e (2) 
Furthermore, since (Y/j)_, is a sub-source of a universal source from X to U and dj is 
an s$-epimorphism, it follows that (j, I, : Bj + B) is the unique pair for which the 
equality (2) holds. 0 
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